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Abstract The problem of calculating the thermodynamic properties of pedlar fluid mixtures of hard non-sphcrical molecules is studied. 
Explinl analytic expressions for the virial coefficients and Helmholz free energy are given. Numerical results are estimated for the third vinal 
(.ijclliucni, equation of stale and excess internal energy of quadrupolur hard gaussian overlap fluid mixtures They arc found to depend on the 
LiMiiliiions and shape parameters.
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T h e  p r e s e n t  work is concerned with the thermodynamic 
p r o p e r t i e s  of polar fluid mixtures of hard non-spherical molecules.
T h e  h a r d  Gaussian overlap (HGO) model has been used by many 
a i i i h o r s  f o r  molecular fluids of hard non-spherical molecules 
1 1 1 T h i s  is because the H G O  model has a close connection with 
ih c  h a u l  ellipsoid of revolution (H ER) and is a useful reference 
s\siem f o r  molecular fluids of non-spherical molecules.
Considerable progress has been made in the study of 
n i o l e c u l a r  fluids and fluid mixtures of the H G O  molecules with 
i m b e d d e d  point dipoles and quadrupoles [2-4]. However, no 
^ it ie m p t h a s  been made to investigate the equation of state of 
h a rd  non-spherical molecular fluid mixture with electrostatic 
m i e r a c l i o n s .
In the present work, we calculate the equation of state and 
n th c r  thermodynamic properties of a polar H G O  fluid mixture.
e m p l o y  the perturbation theory, where the H G O  model is 
titk en  a s  a  reference and electrostatic interaction as a perturbation.
We consider a fluid mixture of non-spherical molecules 
'fiieracting v ia  the pair potential written as
" a f t ir (0 (^02) =  u ^ ° i r o ) i ( 02)  + u ^ ( r ( 0y0) 2l  (1) b y
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where is the hard Gaussian overlap (HGO) potential and 
is the electrostatic potential acting between two molecules 
of species a  and p .  Here r = |r, ~ r 2 | is the centre-to-centre 
distance and (U, represents the orientational coordinate of 
molecule /. The H G O  potential is defined as
HGO,
(rW |0}2) = « ,  r < a ^ ( ( D ^ 0 ) 2 ) .  
=  0, / * < a ^ ( ( 0 , t 0 2 ) . (2)
where is the distance of closest approach between
two molecules of species a  and P  and is expressed in terms of 
the Euler angles [5] as
CTap(CJi(0 2 ) =  a l p ^ [ - X a p  (cos- f l, + cos ^  0 2
-2;ta^5‘^O®®l“ ® ®2CO S0|3)/(l-;i:^CO S^0|2)] ■ (3)
Here <7^ is a width and X a f i ^ s  the shape parameter defined
(4)
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^ a p  being the length-to-brcadih ratio of the molecule. The where>4- I, and C are  the second and third virial coeri'icient,
respectively. For the fluid mixture they arc expressed as
effective values of and ^ a f i  between the H G O  molecules
of unlike species can be given by |6] 
a j j  =(cr", +  (7 2 2 ) ^ 2 ,
K^2 = (ATii a'i’i + K 22 +Cf22)'
(5a)
(5b)
of eq.( 1) IS the electrostatic interaction due to the permanent 
multipole moments 11,7]
+ O / ^ ) ( Q a Q p f r ^ y j ^ ( 0 J , W 2 ) .  (6)
Here, 0,^ are angle-dependent part of interactions. and 
are, respectively, the dipole moment and quadrupole moment 
of a molecule of species a .
Using this division of the pair potential where the H G O  
potential is taken as a reference, the perturbation expansion of hs  . . , aJ  j2 ,2  \
.heresidual Helmholtz fre e .n e rE vc™ b .w n .t.n  ns -  ( 2 » /3 ) [ ( r f „  4 } ( c l ^
0/3 01)
a,p,Y 0 5 )
where -  N „  /  N  \s  the concentration of species a .
In order to obtain expressions for and , the radial
distribution function (RDF) g ^ ^  ( r )  of the hard sphere fluid 
mixture is expanded in powers of p as [91
g ' " ( r )  =  e x p [ - ^ ^ * ( r ) ]  1 +  ('')+•■
where a^p(r) is the cluster integral for the hard sphere (}\S) 
mixture of the effective diameter and p = N l y
IS the number density. An analytic expression for ) is
given by [10]
: en rgy(
[ A - A * ] l  N k T  = ( [ / ( - / ( * ] / N k r )  + / N k T )
+ ( A f / A / ^ r ) + . . . . ,  (7)
+ ( l / 8 ) r ^ -( 3 / 8 ) ( ^ / ^  + d l ^ ^ ‘  ! r
for ^ r  ^  d ^  + d ^ ,
= 0 f o r  r >  d a y + d f j ^ - \ ’ d f ^  . (14)
Substituting eq.( 13) ineq.(7), we obtain expressions for
where A  * represents the Helmholtz free energy of an ideal gas 
and “ >4 * the residual free energy of the reference (HGO) 
fluid mixture. is the n-th order perturbation term due to the
A 1 r A EH A and . Thus, the second virial coefficient f i .  can be wriircn
electrostatic interactions. Analytic expressions of A 2  and ^
A ^ ^  arc given by Gokhul and Sinha [4].
The total electrostatic contribution to the Helmholtz free 
energy is obtained from the Fade' approximant [8]
as
Bap =  B ^ °  +  B lp  +  B lp + ........ (15)
(8)
Here, is the second virial coefficient of the HGO fluid 
mixture which is expressed as [11]
Then the total residual Helmholtz free energy of the polar 
H G O  fluid mixture is given as
[ A -  / \  *] /  NAT = ([>( - A * \ l  N k T )  + ( A4 /  N k T ) . (9)
The other thermodynamic properties such as the equation 
of state P /  p k T  and excess internal energy U  -  U *  can be 
obtained from the respective derivative of A.
The equation of state for the polar H G O  fluid mixture, 
obtained from eq.(7), can be expressed in the virial form i.e. in 
the power of p
B ^ ° = ( l / 2 ) [ ' ^  +  y „  +  R ^ L p  +  R p L , ]
giving
and
= + = v ,[ l  +  3 a ,]
B ( i^ ^  = a f 2 ) [ v , + V 2  +  R^L2 +  R 2 L^ ]
(16)
(17)
= (1 / 2) B({^° + (1 / 2)B^2^^ + ABHCO , a b HCO (181
with
P / f ^ T = A  + B p  + C p ~ , (10) A B  = 0 / 2 )  w,a,[(/?2 / /? ,) -1 ]+ ( 3 /2 ) W 2 0 2 [(/?i /
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Here, R a  is the ( l/4 ;r )  multiple of the mean curvature with 
integral, the surface integral and v„ is the volume of the 
I K tO  molecule of species a .  / 3 v „  is the shape
parameter of the molecule of species a .  a n d  are, 
(tspectively, the second and third order perturbation terms due 
(0 the electrostatic interaction. They are given by Here, is given by eq (14). Substituting eq.(14) in
eq.(26), we can obtain fo r//>6.
The third order perturbation coirection can be written
as
H 2 1 / 4 0 ) ( ^ l : ^ Q : p ) ^ 4 p  + ( 2 7 / 2 2 4 ) ( q ; ^ , ) '7 ,^ ' ] ,  (2Q) 
i ;  = (2;r / 3) nr;'.;,[(9/ 64) ( /.;^ )- (q ; ^ + 7^ ;-')  
1 ( 8 1 / 3 2 0 ) J ' j p + ( 9 / 5 1 2 ) cq; ; , ] .  ( 2 d
zz -r^ afiy rjf/iy ^  (xfiy (27)
where
with
= (2 ;r/3 )
where
/ ' ’^ i
mn ♦ ^
^ 0 '  . ^ 0  
^ n p ^ e x y f i  ^  ^  fry ^a f iy  ^  fiy (28)
The third vinal coefficient can be expressed in a similar way
( '  — +  C "  A- A- ^txf^ y ” ^ ^  ^{ipy ^  ^u fiy  ' (22)
'^ { f^ ix p ){^ ^ a p Q u ll  ^“ ) I ^ ^ 1
+3
vvhcie IS the third virial coefficient of the H G O  fluid
iTiixture, and and are, respectively, the second and 
third order perturbation terms due to the electrostatic interactions. 
IS expressed as [11 ,12 ]
+3 iJiQQaf^ Y
/  4)(3g ;J  / 4 ) (3G,^ /  4 )) (30)
= ( * /3)([v„v^ + VpV^  +  VuV^]^ ^ v „ [ R p L y  + R y L p )  where
+ V p { R , L ,  + R ^ L ^ ) + v ^ ( R „ L p  + R p L „ ) ]  T ;;;" = J jJ  a x p [ - p { u ^ ( r , \ ) +
a
+(1 / 3) [ R l L p L y  + R f , l y L ^  + R ; L „ L p ] ) .  (23)
The second order perturbation correction can be
III ten as
Cip^ = - ( 2 n  / 3) [< r iA / ^  + N l p ^  + a %  A /^^ ]. (24) 
where
+«“ ( 'b ) } ] ( ' ’r2) ""('■ 2*3) ' " " K s) " dr*^.drn-idr'-f,, (31)
K;?; = ('»«)■'JJl
do i^  d o )2 d (o ^ (32a)
and
m2 h  J r x . r  n* / 2) " j ^  y* = ' <32b)^a fiy  =  ) JapYayp-^ \^^^apQ «P 1 ^ }  JaP^ayP
Here, A  denotes integration over r*2 .123 and r ’j  , which 
/  4 )  ^7 ^  Y ^ p  j  (25) form a triangle. It can be approximately written as [4J
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Undei ihis approxiinatKin, e(].(31) can be written as
■ runiif (n l) /^  f^ '{m -2 )n  r- - ( i>-2)/^rpiimr . rJ^..
V y  ^  ^ ix ll ^ H y
^al\Y three-body integral for the hard sphere
(US) fluid mixture We adopt the van der Waals one (vdW I) 
Hind theory ofmixtuie [0,J3|, which approximates the properties 
of a mixture by those of a fictitious pure fluid with the interaction 
parameter
aP
(35)
Then ( U S )  can be expressed as 
7 , X ( / / i ' ) - ( r r “, , / (T o ) ' '  "(rr"^/cr„)"'  '(cr;;^ / a „ f ’ "
(36)
The values of 7j,(HS) for // -  // - /.i, jii -  j.i (J, P ~ Q -  Q  
and Q ‘ Q ‘ Q  interactions may be obtained by the method ol 
Larsen e t « / 114|. 3’hus, the results arc
7 | ' ;7  -  /c,
rf^nmp wr~{u-2)!^ (tu \ p 4)/'l/ 0 y
^12 - ^ 1 1  ^12 i<^ll /<^uj
(37a)
j^.iimp _  -(wi 2)/1/_() / _  \'
\21 " ^12 ^22 \^ 22  ' ^ 0 /
I , V' (37b)
yn  \ p- 4) ^
_  ir (/j Om I/j)/3 ( 2 ‘/wif/z/j/ TT-t “■ A -
(37c)
(37d)
T ;7 ''(H S )=  0.0235,
7o^ '*'‘^ (H S) =  0 .0 1 1 8 ,
7;;'*^^(HS) =  0.0118,
7’y^'‘^ (HS) = 0.0155.
I'he knowledge of B ^p  and B^^p , and C^^p  and 
allows us to wiite the Padc' approximant |8|, which niay he 
employed to determine the whole polar contribution to ihe vii ia| 
coefficients.
We first calculate the third virial coefficient of Ihe m i \ U i i e i ) |  
harddumbcll (HDR) (with the site-site elongation -  (L/fTi„) 
When applying the proposed theory, we first define 
corresponding H G O , for a given H D B, such that rr?,,  ^ ^ rr^ '\l/U if lll\
and IH'.fi LC
( n  / b ) K a f , c „  = (tt/  b W j m n [ \  + 3 7 / ' /2 -  L  +' /:]
IIlp
(3Si
From this, one obtains K  for a given value o f /> . We ernpKv
cq.(23) to calculate the third virial coefficient ( (yPy \o\ the
mixture of the HDB. They are compared with the'exact' simulation 
data 11 1,15| m Table 1. 'I'he agreement is fairly good except when 
/ /  IS large (i .e .  L *  =  J.0).
Next, we apply the theory to calculate the third vmal 
coefficient lor some polar hard Gaussian overlap mixtuu s 
such as binary mixture of (i) hard Gausian overlap (HGO) and 
dipole hard Gaussian overlap (DH GO ) ( ,  -  0, /t, ~  f,i and fj, 
= Q, = 0) and (ii) hard Gaussian overlap (HGO) and quadmpok’ 
hard Gaussian overlap (Q H G O ) (A/, = ~
= 0 .  In both the.se cases, the electrostatic contribution (o 
C ,, ,  and C’jp  arc zero, while finite and negative for and
0'I'ablt* 1. C\)mp;inson ol tlu- lliird vinal coct'ficicnl (  /  CT^^ of mixture of the hard diimlT^ II
(/, / rr|M wiili exact icsulis
Con dll ion I 'l / L. fH imG ii / fTi2 f f in t t   ^ ii; / _o'’/ (T12 rHD li  ^ 122 ^12 r i lo o  C. 222 / -0**
Them y Exact Tlieoi y Exact Thcoi y Exact Theory Exact
(T,| _ fT,2 0 () / 0 0 to 17 10 64 6 42 6 82 4.05 4 34 2 74 2.74
0 6 / 0 3 10 17 10 64 8 47 8 78 7 19 7 22 5 98 5.93
] 0 / 0 0 I 3 43 IK 6K 7 82 9 88 4.80 5 22 2 74 2 74
1 0 / 0.6 1 3 43 18 68 12.21 15.47 11-19 12 85 10 17 10.64
I'l = I-. 0 6 / 0 0 5..S2 5 77 5 26 5.43 5-00 5 08 4.78 4 78
1 0 / 0 0 6 45 8,98 6 04 7,50 5.63 6.29 S . l l 5.27
r, - C2/.OV . 0.0 / 0,0 3 49 3 65 4 44 4 54 5 39 5.57 6 79 6.79
1.0 / 0.0 4 05 5 64 5 07 6.24 6 02 6.85 7.44 7.44
C  = (* -  ^.1^) " 1 *  X l , i  -  (1 / 40) x %
(40)
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Wc have calculated for mixture of (i) H G O  and D H G O  
ind (11) HOG and QHGO, having the same diameter is cj|^ , ■ - ct?!-,. 
] hcv are reported in Figures 1 and 2 as a function of p  JQ  
loi A'l / 1^ 2 " I -792/1.0 and 1 .792/1.436, respectively. C ,,, and 
( ,^ c!u not depend on I Q ^ ~  and not shown in figures
jlc and C 2 2 2  decrease with increase of p  / Q  * -  and mixture can be given by 16]
In the vdW 1 fluid theory of mixture, the pressure of the H GO
w hilc 
,h()\Nn in figures.
/ p k T  = 1 -f (2 r/,(2 -  )/ (1 -  7;, )^) ^’«(.v), (41)
where
Oo = P i ’o =  p S  •'« -V'
afi (42)
which can be expressed for a binary mixture as
^ 0  ~  -^h'2(7''i3 — ' '1 1 ~  ''2 2 )  ^(-^ 1 '1 1  ^ '2' l2 )] ^43)
With
li.iiri' I. lilt’ i IiikI viiijI cocfrifitMii ot the bmaiy inixuire oT
I It,(I .111(1 1)1 KiO sviili crj^ i - rTjj as a funcimn oT The dmicil line 
1,11 ..'111, 1^1 / = I 792/1 436 and lliick line A',j / K ^ , = 1 792 / | 0
'7"-P(-'l'' |1 + V2''l2) (44)
Boublik and coworker 1 1 1,12 | derived another expression for 
the eqiiatu)n of slate for the HGO  mixtures
(45)
where
I iIjiiiT 2 . riu’ ihird vinal cocfficieiii of the binaiy mixiuie of HGO 
nul 1)1 KJO with fT^/i ” a .^) a.s a lunclion of (7*^  Key parameters aic same 
■I 111 l iiiuie I
Nc\i, we estimate the thermodynamic properties of the 
m i\iuicofthellGO adQ H GO (/7, = / i .  = 0 andQ, = 0 .Q , = Q). 
f'^ r tins, we first consider the H G O  fluid mixture.
Singh c t a l  [6] used the extended van dcr Waals one (vdW 1) 
•iLiid iheoi y of mixture, which approximates the properties of a 
niixiure by those of a fictitious hard-body fluid with the
piirameteis
'V) = s  -*<« ^ t i  ^ap  . (39a)
aft
(A) = X  x „ X p V ^ F ^  .
ap
of the H G O  fluid, =  ;r<T^, K / 6  and
P "''"  /  p '^/■ =  1 /  ( I - 17) + /-.f /  p( 1 -  77)- 
+ [ f / , r ( l  ~ 2 r i)  +  5 r i  7 7 - ] / 3 p ( l  ■ r?)',
(X a
P a  ^  ^^a ’
(r t(
~  ^ ^ P a ^ u  P ^ ^ ^ a ^ a  ■
Table 2. The equation of stale, P ! p k T  of the equimolar mixture of HDU 
under dittereni eonditions
(46)
Gondilion l \ / l \
Eq(4l)
P I pkT 
Bq (45) Exact
0 6 / 0.0 0,30 4 14 4.13 4 20
0,45 9 30 9 80 10.15
0 6 / 0 3 0,30 4 22 4.10
0 45 10 07 9 68
e, = 1% 0 6 / 0.0 0 30 4 39 4 19 4 25
0 45 10 85 9.47 10.27
0,6 / 0.3 0 30 4.28 4 23 4 30
0 45 10.28 10  08 10.52
* aft
To test the accuracy of the theory, we first calculate the 
equation of state P  / p k T  of the equimolar mixture of the H D B
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using eqs.(41) and (45) for (i) = a?-, and (li) v^ = The
calculated results are compared with the 'exact' simulation data 
111,15] in Table 2. The agreemeni with the simulation data is 
good. The results obtained by eqs.(41) and (45) are comparable 
to each other In Table 3, we compare the equation of slate 
P  / p k T  of the equimolar mixture of hard sphere (HS) and prolate 
sphcrocylinders (PSC) with y = 2 obtained with eqs.(41) and 
(45) with the 'exact' simulation data [11,16]. 1'hc results obtained 
by eq,(45) are in better agreement with the simulation results. 
We use eq.(45) for further calculation in the present work.
3. The ci)ualion d( slate. P I  ( ) k I  ol the c(|uimolar mixture of hard 
sphere and prolate spheroeylindeis with Y = 2
C'ondilions P I pkT
Fa] (41) Lq (46) Exact
0 20 
0 30 
0 40 
0 45 
0 20 
0 30 
0 40 
0 45
2 63 
4 46 
7 00 
10 77 
2 6H 
4 62 
H 40 
1 I 63
2 51 
4 10 
7 35 
0 07 
2 53 
4 26 
7 70 
10 16
2 50 
4 I I 
7 31 
0,87  
2 52 
4 20 
7 30 
10 22
table 4. C'onliilnitioii of quadrupole iiiIliactions to the Helmholl/ free 
energy of equimolar mixiuies ot the MGO and QHCiO undei different 
condition al r; -  0 30
0 50
1 50
0.50  
1 50
0 50
1 50
0 50 
1.50
NkT NkT NkT
/ zlApadc/
NkT NkT
u,l -  u,2 'M ' ” 2 .......... ”
-0 4970 0 0314 0.0003 0 0317
-4 4720 0 8477 0.0001 0 8568
V, = V, . K  ^ / = I 702/1 0
-0 7540 0 0314 0 0003 0 0317
-6 7857 0 8477 0 0001 0 8568
tr" =cT?, K, I K, = 1.702/1 4365 
-0.1804 0 0034 0.0004 0 0038
-1,6234 0 0021 0 01 I I 0.1032
v^  =. V, , K ^ /  I 702/1 4365
-0 2094 0.0040 0 0001 0 0041
-1 8 8 4 8  0 1076 0.0030 0.1115
-0,4672  
-3 7538
-0 7236  
-6 0250
-0 1767 
-I 5264
-0.2054
-1.7795
perturbation terms increases with increase of From the table
we find that the series is fast convergent and «  A^^.  When 
is calculated with and without term, the erroi 
IS less than 1 .0 % . However, the relative contribution of the A 
term increase with increase of Q*^.
We have calculated the equation of state P /  p k T  ul the 
equimolar mixtures of the H G O  and Q HGO  with Q * - =  1 .0 . 3  hey 
are demonstrated as a function of 77 inFigurc3,for(i) (jj^ | 
and (li) V, = vs at = 1.792/1.0 and 1.792/1.436. The
value of P I  p k T  increases wilh increase of r j .
Figure 3. The equation of state P I p k l of the cquimolai miviuie nl 
HGO and QHGO wilh Q*- - 1 0 as a function ol i; Key paraineleis .m 
same as m Figure 1
In Figure 4, the excess internal energy ( U  • U '* ') fN k T u i  the 
equimolar mixture of the H G O  and Q H G O  with = 1 0 are 
reported as a function of t] . The magnitude of ( f / -  6 |^k ;())//VA7 
increa.ses with increase of 7 7 .
We estimate the contribution of the quadrupole interaction 
to the Helmholtz free energy of the equimolar binary mixture of 
the H G O  and Q H G O  under two different conditions namely (i) 
when the diameters of each species are same ( i .e .  = a 2 2  )
and ( l i) when volume of each species are same (/.e. v, = v )^. The 
results for 77 = 0.30 are shown in Table 4. The magnitude of the
Figure 4. The excess internal energy {U~IJ*) / NkT of the cquimulai 
mixture of HGO and QHGO with = 1 0 as a funciion ot 7] Kiy 
parameters arc same as in Figure I
The purpose of this work has been to develop a theory toi 
evaluating the virial coefficients and thermodynamic properties 
of the polar H G O  fluid mixtures. We have employed the 
perturbation theory where the H G O  fluid mixture is taken as a 
reference and perturbation terms as a correction. We have 
derived explicit expressions for the virial coefficients and 
Helmholtz free energy for the polar H G O  fluid mixtures. It is 
found that the contribution of the multipole interactions depends 
on the conditions, the shape parameter K  and -the concentration 
X,, jr^  in general and on the packing fraction 77 in particular
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